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~:~~~y. :>ndragon Charges ··roo Many
(Editor's Note: This is the
second of a three part series
concerning the Bernalillo Cou.nty
Medical Center,)
By BOB HUETHER
Bernalillo County Me.dical
Center's administration and House
Officers Assn. may disagree on the
causes of internlll problems at the
hospital, however, they all agrco
that the bulk of the problem is
due to lack of funding by the
State of New Mexico. ·
l1'red Mondragon, admii'Jistrator
of BCMC refuted charges made by
Dr. Robert Henderson, Chairman
of the House Officers Assn., in the
Friday edition of the Da,ily Lobo, 1
especially in regard to coronary
patients,
Happy N'Urses
Mondragon stated BCMC's six
Intensive Care Units are "too
many to support" when combined
with the special Coronary Care
Units. Statlng the wards wera
averaging six patients in a 12 - bed
ward, Mondragon said the
consolidation of the two units
increased staff efficiency and that
"The nurses are happier seeing a
bigger variety of patients,"
Asked if the consolidation
would affect the recuperation of

the patients, due to lack of special
furnirohings, s1,1ch as carpeting to
decrease noise, Mondragon stated
most of the hoJ;pitals in the city
have combined units. "Carpets
never cured anyone," he stated,
but then added partitions would
be built to accommodate the
special patients.
The city of Albuquerque has
slowed down the remodelling of
the obstetrics ward by halting the
proposed construction until a
building permit is secured,
Mondragon said. The city requires
a building permit for all
remodelling over $10,000,
Mondragon said, and this problem
is being negotiated with possible
sub-contractors,
. The decision to :remodel the OB
ward was approved by all parties
concerned with the obstetrics
unit, including the season of
construction which was chosen
because of the light maternity
load in the spring, Mondragon
said,
Interns Too Few
Mondragon said the
remodelling would cause no
danger to the mothers concerned,
"only inconvenience." Howevt;!r,
in responding to the house

to Support•

officer's charges that mothers comparison with surrounding
were being released too &oon after states, Mondragon said,· 11 New
delivery, Mondragon stated, Mexico salaries are lower, period,
"'l'hey haven't pointed out this than in 'l'exas or Arizona. 11
problem to me. I didn't know
Local Problem
people were being released early.''
The other part of the problem
He pointed out the staff should is state funding. States such as
report such discrepancies to their Texas and Colorado contribute 42
supervisors for correction.
per cent and 40 per cent of their
Mondragon stated he is in university affiliated hospital
agtel;lment with Henderson on the annual income in amounts of $6
under - staffing of the Emergency and $10.8 million respectively,
Room and said the number of Mondragon stated.
interns on duty is too small.
While the relatively low $3130
On the matter of insurance for average per capita income of New
the house officers, Mondragon Mexico might be given as a reason
admitted poor administrative for non-support of BCMC, the
procedure, stating, "We didn't state of Alabama, with an average
follow through as well as we could per capita income of $2853
have."
contributes 11 per cent of the
Mondragon said the assistant annual income of its university
administrator was assigned the affiliated hospital in the amount
task of procuring insurance but of $2.5 million.
was hospitalized in Nov.ember.
Asked why the state will not
The task was not reassigned to contribute to BCMC through
another administrator at this time direct funding or through the
and resu.lted in a delay in UNM Medical School, Mondragon
instituting the new plan untH shook his head and stated, "I wish
January of this year,
I knew. I've made three or four
On matters of pay and funding, _ trips to Santa Fe to ask for funds,
however, Mondragon stated he but the legislature feels this is
and Henderson are in ''complete Bernalillo County'.$ problem."
agreement," He stated part of the
State Resource
problem of low pay is due to the
Bernalillo County, however, is
economic situation of the state. In

not the only recipient of the
advanced medical facilities
available at BCMC.
Mondragon described BCMC as,
"A statewide resource, performing
open heart surgery, kidney
transplants, etc., to the whole
state. The state hasn't .{JUt any
money into it."
Answering Henderson's charges
of la(!k of support from the UNM
Medical School, Mondragon said
the school provide~;> supervision
and management for the hospital
and without this aid the county
would have to hire private
physicians to supervise the
residents and interns.
The staff of UNM supervises
the residents and inteJ:ns but no
funds, other than some alloted for
remodelling, are given to BCMC.
HThe state has not recognized its
responsibility to provide adequate
funding for its teaching hospital,"
Mondragon stated.
Mondragon acknowledges the
problems within BCMC are
basically financial and that
disputes with the House Officers
Association revolve around the
lack of funds available. "If we had
a half a million or a million from
the state; we wouldn't ~ve the
problems we have now."
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English 101-02 Test-out Proposed
Davis Predicts 1/s to lJ2 Freshmen Eligible
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Beret Rally

Margaret Garcia, Joe Trujillo
nnd Tony Lucero joineil with
other speakers at a Friday rally on
the Mall to renew demands for an
impartial investigation into the
shooting deaths of two Black
Berets. (See story page 4)
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Mark-Almond 'Re-scheduled'
The Mark - Almond concert,
scheduled for March 10 and
cancelled last week by a vote
of the UNM vice presidents,
will now take place as
orjginally planned.
Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) Chairman
Ross Perkal announced Friday
morning the vice presidents
had informed him they had
reversed their decision to block .
the c<:mcert. Perkal said the
original decision was based
partly on incorrect information
that a high school basketball
tournament was scheduled for
Johnson Gym on March 10.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender is
preparing a report on the use
of Johnson Gym for purposes
other than athletic recreation,
which will be considered by
the vice presidents at their
tneeting this week 1 Perkal said.
He said the vice presidents are
. expected to .make a policy
decision at that meeting on
'- future concerts in the gym.

Perkal announced at the
Saturday PEC meeting that a
Sonny and Cher concert had
been approved for mid-May by
a phone call of three PEC
members, who all voted to
approve it. Perkal's subsequent
announcen1ent that a Van
Morrison concert, which could
have been booked for the same
weekend, was therefore out of
the question brought strong
protest from Daily Lobo Arts
& Media Editor Charles
Andtews and KUNM Music
Director Ernie Gilbert.
Al1drews questioned the
validity of a vote without
discussion, and Gilbert told the
cotntnittee how rare it was that
Morrison toured and what a
mistake it would be to miss
booking an artist of his stature.
The committee then decided
to stand by the decision
already given the promoter,
but voted to explore all
possibilities of rescheduling
either concert.

Freshmen could "test out" of 101 and
102 English courses under a new system for
entrance into the College of Arts and
Sciences. In order to satisfy English
requirements, all students would be required
to pass the ·writing skills examination.
The test consists of a taped lecture on
which the students must base a report.
Currently, the lecture is on a form of
non-existant Chinese poetry, said Paul Davis,
professor of English and a member of the
committee which suggested the revisions.
Davis emphasized it will not be a grammar
test, and will be graded several times by TA's
especially hired for the purpose.
Students who had low ACT scores would
be advised to take English 101 before taking
the test. He also emphasized the current
tutorial program would continue.
Davis spoke to a group of English teaching
assistants Feb~ 18 on the effects of such
requirements on TA hiring and teaching.
He said there are 86 classes of 101
scheduled for next fall in comparison to 105
this semester.
Nine Hours
For those who must take freshman
English, nine hours of credit could be
gained, probably through a credit/no credit
grading system, Davis said.
Makers of the test, he continued, would

try to ''determiiie a correlation with ACT
scores, so some students can automatically
pass into Arts and Sciences. In between
those we know can pass and those we know
cannot, we will have about one-half to
two-thirds of the freshmen class to test.''
Davis said the testing \'l'•.Ju1c1 probably take
place during summer orientation.
In connection with the lower
socioeconomi9 groups, one TA said,
"Language has always been used against
them. If they fail right away~ we will
condition them to being failures. They'll
stay nine hours in 101 and then drop out.;,
Davis said the test would not be based
simply on grammar 1 and counseling and
tutoring plus the postponement of testing
would help.
·~

Fucking Monstrosity
·--- ~'I-thin:k-"lw<e--'\">'ill-just-be-t.eaching.stndPnt..s. __ ~ ...-.-to fit into those 500 student ~ fucking
monstrosities/' said one TA. He suggests
having the students write on several books
they have enjoyed reading.
Davis said the actual substance of the test
was still being considered and re-examined.
One TA said he felt TA's would, in effect,
be teaching for the test. "We would just be
teaching the students to take notes and
regurgitate what they have heard."

No One Gets ASS, TIT, KOK, FUK

All over the state, the bright
new license plates .are appearing,
before the March 2 deadline. Ever
wonder who got the series ASS
l·ASS 999?
No one, says Andy Gonzalez, in
inventory control at the state
Department of Motor Vehicles in
Santa Fe. In fact, the threat of
bumper bawdiness is mighty low 1
in New Mexico and throughout·
the country.
The American Association of
Motor Vehiclt. Administrators has
circulated a bulletin to state
motor vehicle authorities for the
last several years, warning them of
this menace, informing them of
1
' objectionableu combinations.
Included on this list are not
only ASS butAAS 1 ARS, and ~v~n
CAN. It ranges through the entire
human anatomy, zeroing in on the
erogenous zones, no matter how
disguised. TI'l\ 'I'YT, TTY, and
even TTl are expurgated from the
nation's plates, as are the many
perverted permutations of COK

and DIK~ COO, COX KOC, KOK,
KOX, DlC, DYK and DIX.
The equally insidious female
genitalia fare no better, from CON
to KUN, from the shady Latin
abbreviation VAG to the
seemingly innocuous BOX.
They ban not only BRA, but
B VD. Pethaps there are some
liberated female minds at work
here.
FCK, FKU1 FOX, FUK,FUX
and l1'UG nrc interdicted along
with the milder LAY or LAE.
S U C, SDK, SUX, LIK, COM,
CUM, and KUM are also erased
from the national consciousness.
Another censored series is
LOVt HUG, WED and BED.
Denying wholesome matrimony,
along with HOR and PRO, the
only alternative seems the
neglected WHR.
Their appetites whetted and
imaginations running, the
AAMVA discriminated against
GOY and ,JQO alike, along with

the sugestive POO, finding lurking
lewdness even in MOO and HOO.
They cryptically continued on to
AIG, DRY and EZP, jumping then·
in a flash of genius to ZOW, BOP,
EEK, OFF and YOW, missing,
however, the equally violent POW
and all manner of teal~ lire
mayhem: STB, AXE, RIP, KLL,
DTH, SLA, GOR, PSN, CUT and
MDR.
The alert administrators missed
PAD. Don't they ~.·ealize that
hippiE'<~. smoke GRS there? 'l'hey
e-ven missed LSD, while
condemning KOP. No wonder the
violetlce runs so free.
Perhaps it was a Protestant who
excommunicated NUN t but how
did GOD get of the Index
Expurgatotius?
The oilly consolatioil, indeed, is
that our low-populated state
won't have to witness this
prurience, carnage or sacrilege.
1'he New Mexico license plates
won't get past the A series.
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Agreement Reached on Drug Bill

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend
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Please Tell Me It's All Fake!
The only people who have really
benefitted from the media overkill on the
dual tales of The Nixon Visit to China and
The Howard Hughes Biograr!ty rloas. are the
media's research assistants. They
undoubtedly have gotten plenty overtime
pay for hours spent grubbing around in old
filing cabinets marked "C" and "H.''
The weary research assistant drags home
after hours of scanning the weather reports
of the Peking area for auspicious news for
the Presidential assault, and making fruitless
phone calls to find who ratted on Hughes for
Irving.
The nightmare that his befuddled mind
dreams would hopefully settle the whole
thing once and for all:
The New York Times reveals in a modest
banner headline that Howard Hughes bas
purchased China, and it will soon be
anchored off the coast of California.

Hughes is planning on building a monoraU
between China and his Las Vegas property.
However, his plans fox the txansit system are
stymied by the court battle over his title to
China, the only pxoof of purchase being a
forged portrait of the contract painted by de
Hory.
But then it is revealed that the man who
went to China last week was not President
Nixon, but Clifford Irving posing as Richard
Nixon in order to write a biography of Mao
Tse-Tung.
The real Nixon, on the other hand, is on
bis way to Switzerland to cash a check for a.
forged autobiography of the chairman of the
board of Time, Inc.
.A.ir Force One meanwhile has landed on
China, moored off the California coast; the
predicted earthquake strikes and the entire
world slides into the giant crevasse along the
San Andreas fault. Peace and quiet at last.

'INTO THE BUSf OFF THE BUS, INTO THE BUS, OFF THE BUS -

MAN, WHAT AN EDUCATION!'

Nursing Shortage Remedy Ok'd
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press International
The doctor shortage is serious
and has rightly received a lot of
attention.
But there's an even bigger
shortage of nurses, which you
don't hear so much about.
The division of nursing of the
National Institutes of Health
estimates that America needs a
minimum of 880,000 registered
nurses right now to staff hospitals,
clinics, public health facilities,
conval!!scent homes and other
institutions.
We actually have only 723,000
R.N.s, which leaves a shortage of
157,000. That's three times the
size of the estimated doctor
shortage.
M.D.'s Jobs
Moreover, if we had more
nurses, they could relieve the
doctor shortage by taking over
some or the jobs (such as pediatric
care and midwifery) now done
mostly by M.O.s.
It's good news for everyone
who is sick, or may get sick, that
the government finally is putting
some real money into a solution
of this problem.
'I'he 1971 Nurse Training Act,
which slid thtough Congress with
little publicity during the closing
weeks of the last session,
authorizes an outlay of $855
million during the next three
Page 2

years to expand nursing schools
and provide more financial aid for
girls or boys who wish to attend
them.
Sex Discrimination
lt's important to add, "or
boys,.. because the new law
contains a clause sj:lecifically
prohibiting sex discrimination
against males in this traditionally
female profession,
The objective of the program is
to end the nursing shortage by
1974, but that's probably
utopian. Even cutting it in half
would he a monumental
contribution to improvement or
health care in America.
Program
Here are some of the things the
government will do under the new
law to expand nu~slng training;
-Pay up to 75 per cent of the
cost of new or enlarged buildings
for schools ot nursing.
-Mako emergency bail·out
grants to eJ.:isting nursing schools
that are "in serious financial
distress."
-Provide "start-up" grants of
up to $100,000 per year for new
nursing schools.
-,Encourage nursing schools to
expand their enrollment by
paying them annual subsidies
ranging from $250 to $900 per
student,
-Provide more scholarships and
loans for student nurses. The

maximum scholarship would be
$2000 a year. Those who don't
I}Ualify for scholarships can get
loans of up to $2500 a year, with
the proviso that up to 85 per cent
of the loan will be cancelled if the
nurse after graiiuation works at
least five years in a public or
non·profit private institution, or
three years in any area designated
as having an acute shortage of
nurses.
Three Steps
Although this is a good
program as far as it goes, nurses
believe at least three additional
steps ate needed to attract and
hold a sufficient supply of
womanpower (and mnnpowar),
First and foremost they want
higher pa:r, especially on hospitat
!>l.aCfs.
Second, within the health
professions, an upgrading oi the
status of the registered nurse. She
should be regarded and treated as
a highly trained professional, not
a flunky for doctors. Many of her
routine, physically exhausting
jobs can bEl taken over by various
kinds or aides and assistants that
have not had, and do not need 1
her lengthy professional training,
Finally, the public- meaning
you and me- can display a little
more appreciation of the gallant
women (and men) who go into
this difficu It and essential ,
profession.

I

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

Q. What is the possibility of getting a huge pin-up board tQ
be placed in the Union somewhere which could be used by
students to advertise used books (and nothing else) SQ we can
get together and beat the system better? A.S.
A. Betty Neher, assistant directox of the Union, said
permission to do that would have to come from the Union
Board. You would be asked to appear before the board to
explain the need for your request and submit details on the
size and location of your proposed board.
·
Bxenda Fuller, the Board's secretary, said to write up your
request and bring it by the Union office or mail it in. She said
the next Union Board meeting probably won't be until next
month. ·If you have any problems you can reach Fuller at

I

"
'1

277~2331.

Q, Looking around our cam:pus might raise a question. Do
we not have sufficient numbers of trash receptacles or do we
not have the desire to use the:m? It would seem that both are
true. Daily Lobo distribution containers are not trash cans,
but some people on campus seem to 1think' so. How do you
readers feel about more litter cans and moxe cooperation to
use them? B.J,B.
A. Paul Sheridan, supervisor of grounds for the Physical
Plant estimated that there are roughly 100-150 trash
receptacles, at least, placed around campus including
concrete, basket and the old white swing to:p kind.
Christie Peters, Daily Lobo distributor, said there are only
16 outdoor Daily Lobo boxes, usually filled with trash when
she tries to deliver the papers.
The business manager for student publications, Dick Pfaff,
said he would like to see a little wire basket attached to the
pole beneath the Daily Lobo boxes. ~'The boxes are pretty
well placed all over campus and that way when people use
them as trash cans the Daily Lobo deliverers could just sweep
the trash into the basket below, rather than carry the trash
around with them in the car," he said.
I would appreciate it if "you readers" do have any feelings
about litwr and cooperation please write letters to the editor
or submit your opinions as a Bema.
Q. Why don't we have more dances in the Union? Like one
dance at least every week or two on the weekends. I would
think enough would turn out. (And I :mean the $1.50/person
or less type of dance!) A.S.
A. Karen Abraham, assistant dean of students, said they
used to have weekly Wednesday night dances but what
eventually happened was that attendance became so low
(mostly high schoolers) they were discontinued. Any
chartered organization is free to have a dance in the Union
Ballroom for the entire University or restricted to members
only, she said, but there is no longer any committee
organized to provide dances, unless the Student Activities
Board takes over the function of the now defunct Dance
Committee.
Q. Where can I obtain copies of maps for the water and
rock table (various levels of underground water and roek) in
the Edgewood, New Mexico area? G.S.
A. The librarian for the U,..,, Geological Survey, Ann
Wright, said they only have the quadrangle maps (which
cannot be checked out) and these probably won't be much
use to you. You could write to U.S. Geological Survey,
Oenver District Section, Bldg. 25, Denver Federal Center
80225 and they will send you an index map (free) and an
order blank. Or, you could check with Holman's Inc. here in
Albuquerque about your particular map request.
Wright suggests that you might have better luck if you
came to the library and talked to one of their hydrologists
(there's always at least one around somewhere). The library is
located in Northrop Hall (the biology building), second floor
and is open from 10-12 p.:m. and 1-3 p.m. on weekdays.
Anyone can use it, although it is geared more for the person
doing long-ter:m research for books and articles, she said.

Bema Policies
Bemas are unsolicited, signed guest
editorials which do not necessarily reflect
the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Betnas
may be any length, but may be cut due to
space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please
include address and telephone number with
the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or Bemas can be
mailed to The Lobo, P.O. 13ox 20, UNM,·
delivered to The Lobo office at the corner of
Yale and Central, or deposited in the Lobo
Suggestion Box inside the east door of the
Union.
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Zelaya

Chester J, Zelaya, dean of
sciE!nce and letters at the
University of Costa Rica, is at
UNM as an administrative intern
under a program sponsored by the
American Assn. of Colleges for
Teachers and the U.S. Agency for
International Development. He
will be an intern at Berkeley in

SANTA FE ~ The two houses
of the state legislature Friday
finally agreed to a compromise
drug bill and then adjourned.
Thursday night the S!lnate
refused to accept a House
amendment to the Controlled
Substances Act which would have
set the m!lrijuana penalties back at
their present levels, The Senate
wanted the penalty set at a fine of
$25 to $50 for possession of less
than one ounce of pot.
All finally agreed on the Jaw, if
signed by Gov. Bruce King, will
make possession of one ounce of
marijuana punishable by a fine of
$50 to $100 and provide for a jail
term of up to 15 days,
Currently the law makes such
an offense punishable by a fine or
up to $1000 and a year in prison.
The compromise version • also
provides for second offense
penalties of fines from
$1 00·$1000 and imprisonment
for up to one year, The original
bill had no second offense
penalties.
0 the r provisions of the
compromise bill related to
marijuana possession include:
--Simple posses,sion of from
one to eight ounces, a fine of
$100-$1000 and no more than
one year in jail compared to the
original version which set the
penalty at a fine of $50-$100 and
a mandatory seven·day jail
sentence.
-Simple possession of eight or
more ounces, a fourth degree

Ma~ch.
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DUDLEY, England (UPI)- A
town council has turned down a
$20,800 request for funds from
the Dudley Zoo. The zoo said it
wanted to improve the sleeping
t}Uarters in their tiger . cage to
encourage the animals to breed
again.
LONOON (UPl)-Britain's
traditional meal of fish and chips
is as healthy a meal as anyone can
eat, according to a pamphlet
prepared by the British Medical
Assocation.
"Fish, providing the protein,
and chips, providing
carbohydrates, make a
wonderfully nutritious meal," the
booklet said.

Fettinger's amendment,. which
just ba~ely passed in the Hou~;e,
37·33, that sparked the
controversy.
Fettinger and Sanchez each
told the other members of the
House that they were not really
~tisfied with the compromise but
advised their colleagues that it was
the best that could be worked opt
at th'is time. Sanchez had earlier
argued against the Fettinger
amendment.
Rep. Turner Branch (R-Bern.),
who said he would support the
compromise when it came time
for a vote, added, however, that
the increased penalties for
marijuana possession "gutted the
philosophy of the bill." The
original intent, hu said, was to
force a shift in law enforcement
A-om marijuana to hard drugs, and
"I don't think we have done
that."
Branch added he was "hopeful"
the legislature "would come back
next year and complete the job."
Both Sen. Odis Echols (D Curry · Roosevelt) and Rep.
Lenton 'Malry (D·Bern.), chairman
;md vice • chairman of the Drug
Abuse Study Committee which
prepared the legislation, said they
were not wholly satisfied with the
compromise and expressed the
need for a further lessening of
marijuana penalties,
Echols quit as chairl)lan of the
Drug Ab11se Study Committee
Thnrsday night

New!
Puts your lashes
~e thick of things

Chilean Training Program
Site Considered at UNM
UNM is one of several
universities being considered by
the Chilean Ministry of .Education
for a training program, an official
of the minisiJ:y said last wecic,
Hedibetto Enrique Becerra,
coordinator of international
technical assistance for the
ministry, .said he was examining
UNM, and other schools, mainly
as an institution to which the
ministry could send students. The
program basically would involve
training teachers.
He said UNM was one of the
schools considered because of its
prestige in Latin America and
because some UNM courses are
taught in Spanish.
Becerra was in Albuquerque
Wednesday and Thursday, visiting
UNM officials and the
Albuquerque Public Schools
Technical• Vocational Instituve
(T·Vl).
At T· VI he received a lengthy
orientation from Louis Saavedra,
director of the school, and visited
the workshops and laboratories.
Much of his time at UNM was
spent with Ambrosio Ortega,
assistant director of the
University's Latin American
Programs in Education, who
described types of assistance
programs now operated by UNM
and services UNM could offer if

felony punishable by a prison
term of one to five years. The
original provided· for a fine of
$100·$1000 and a jail term -of 30
days to one year.
Still other provisions of the bill
include:
-Penalty for possession of any
amount of any other controlled
substance, except narcotic drugs
in Schedule I m: II, set at a fine of
$500 • $1000 and imprisonment
for a period of 30 days to one
year.
-Penalty for possession of
drugs in schedule I or ll (drugs for
which there is no medically
accepted use, or for which if there
is a medical use there is also a high
potential for misuse or abuseincludes such drugs as heroin and
amphetamines) is set as a fourth
degree felony - from one to five
.
years in prison.
The compromise version of the
bill was worked out by a House Senate conference committee
composed of Representatives Ray
Sanchez (D·Bern.), George
Fettinger (D·Otero) and Carol
Tinker (R·S-an Miguel), and
Senators Aubrey Dunn (DOtero • Lincoln), Michael Alarid
(D~Bern,) and John Conway (R •
Otero • Lincoln).
0 f the members of the
conference committee both
Fettinger and Dunn had argued in .
their respective chambE:rs for
keeping possession of Less than
one ounce of marijuana <~t their
present levels. In fact, it was

an agreement is reached with the
Chilean ministry.
,
The ministry, Becerra said, is
cuuently analyzing the
educatioual situaticn in Chile and
wlll use the results as a point of
departure to see what needs to be
done.
In the analysis, he said, the
ministry is using community help
as. well as assistance from students
and trade unions.
Last month, he added, Chile
held its first national congress of
education in which people of nil
types participated,
About Albuquerque, Becerra
said, he was especially impressed
by the large number of people at
UNM and T-VI who spoke
Spanish and the Spanish influence
in the Old Town area.
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your personal service jeweler

open tonite 'till 7 pm

2312 Central

Student Terms

/

Builds body onto your lashes the way that ~·..
-~.. · ...
protein formulas build body onto your hair.
Makes even skimpy lashes look thick, thicker,
thickest! Unretouched microscopic photo proves
Lrtt: ncrore<::r<at Ldsh.
Great-Lash Protein Mascara greatly increases Right:
Afti't Gr.eal
the diameter of every Josh. And the Great-LaEh Photo 40 Umesnctunl size.
method is so easy l Builder-Brush applicator delivers thicker coverage, more first-stroke color. No smearing, sticking, or lumping.
No waiting to dry, Just keep brushing on formula until lashes are
as thick as you like,
L~sh.

1'hc Jlncilt in eye

nutlm·HlJ, yet Hensihly prJcell.
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Investigation Sought by Coalition

BDO~KS

BOOKS, BOOKS
• -~ UTTLe PROffSSOR

,..

BOOKCfNreR

FAIR PLAZA
LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-Fri. lOam-9 pm •
Sot• .1 0 om-5 pm

Sun. 1pm-6 pm

The Truth

by
I/

George//

ties between the ethnic minorities
and city and state governments."
At the mlly Mondragon said the
coalition "was trying from every
angle along '!ccepted channels "to
get a new investigation so "that
no one can say we have stolen
anybody's rights the way ours
have been stolen."
Moore•Harrassment
Also speaking at the rally was
John Salazar, head of the Citizens
Concerned About Correction,
Richard Moore, chairman of the
Black Berets, and several other
Beret members and supJ?orters.
Moore told the rally audience
that there is "a lot !>f support on
the state (NMSU) campus now,
but they are getting a lot of
harrassment." Moore and several
members of the Bt!.~;l!ts last week
toured several southern New
Mexico cities, !>peaking and
organizing vigils in memory of the
two Berets.
Rita Canales and Antonio
Cordova were shot to death by
police while allegedly attempting
to steal dynamite from a
construction shed near
Albuquerque.

~·················

..............,....... .....,,..
_

r!B!Mtll
Makers of-Hand MGde
ln~ian Jewelry

;
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sent to him at the College of
Education, UNM, Albuquerque
87106.
"We have no preconceived ideas
of where we'll end up," Prigmore
said. "We have eight departments
now, We could end up with three
de:J?artments or 27, or no
departments at ali."
After a series of procedures to
narrow down alternatives,
additional information will be
obtained in open meetings from
Aptil 24 through May 26. College
of Education faculty members
will participate in a mail ballot
during the last 10 days of the
period to express their choices
from among the suggestions.

Dorm Landscaping
Those interested in dorm
landscaping, a student project, are
invited to a meeting Feb. 21, at
7:30 p.m. in La Posada Dining
Hall. All those interested in
planting trees, grass, etc., are
urged to attend. For more
information call 277·3973.

OI.DTOWN
;
.................................................
;
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NEW, RENEWED
DEMOSTAPE RECORDERS
FROM 19.00
SPEAKERS
FROM 10.00
GRAB BOX

John Salazar

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
No Refunds or Layaways On Sale Items
FEW EXAMPLES:

Battered Kids

Amistad Poetry

A symposium on "The Battered
Child" will begin Feb, 23 through
Feb, 25 at the Sheraton Westem
Skies.
The symposium will be held in
two identical sessions, with the
first running from 9 a.m. through
noon. The second will run from 1
p.m. Feb. 24, through 4 p.m. Feb.
25.

The Free University Amistad
presents a Paul Baumg~ld poetry
reading at ,7 p.m. in room 105 of
Education building on Feb. 23.

Research Allocations

The first deadline for Student
Research Allocations is Feb. 25.
There will be a Sl'cond deadline
announced in April. For further
information contact the GSA
of£ice,

P.E. Art
Students of P.E. 319·002,
Elementary School Physical
Education, will be displaying tht'lir
art projects beginning Wednesday,
in the Learning Materials Center
of the education complex•

Borgstrom Seminar

10% T050%

REG.

SALE

HIGHLANDER
C-60 CASSETTE

Mushroom Table ................ $49.98

$29.98

Rattan Table .................. . $29.98

$19.98

Plastic Beads

Be foot

................. 1Oc foot

$34.98

The economics deJ?artment is
sponsoring a seminar with Georg
Borgstrom, professor of Food
Science and Economic Geography
at Michigan State University, on
Feb. 21 at 4:30 p.m. in B&AS
100. The Popejoy Visiting
Lecturer will speak on the topic
of "The Economics of the Hunger

Vanity Table .................... $32.98

$29.98

Rd. Victorim• Table .............. $39.98

$24.98

Peacock Chair .................. $31.98

$29.98

DIAMONDS •••

Vanity Chair ................... $15.98

$13.98

V Shape Peel Table .............. $19.98

$17.98

Gropes ...................... 39c-79c

88c

since it's forever,
Why not
See your personal
service jeweler at

Mugs .......................... $1.19

Y2 off

the store for diamonds,
Open tonite 'till7 pm

Bargain Table ................. All items 50% off

HOUSE

SALE THRU
SAT. 26th

3011 Monte! Vista NE
255-1695

~

Coronado Center
Page 4

CORONADO

ONLY

Chairman of the Citizens
Concerned About Cone<:tion,
John Salazar, told some 300
p~sons Friday the government is
willing to spend millions for
re·cycling garbage, but is
"unwilling to spend money to
're·cycle' hu111an beings" in the
corrections system.

...

2312 Central SE StudentTerms

Zen

An organizational meeting for a
Zen group will be conducted by
~ary Brown Feb. 21 at 7:30p.m.
Jn the Newman Center
auditorium. All interested persons
are invited to attend •

German Club

The Gezman Club will meeL
Feb. 22 in Ortega Hall, 3rd floor
lounge at 3:30 p.m. Plans for
Leap Year Party are under way.
All interested persons please
come.

Books Needed
Books are needed for the
Annual Book Sale, to be held this
year by Friends o.£ the
Albuquerque Public Library in the
Civic Auditorium on March 8·9.
Books may be dropped by any
fire station between Feb. 7 and
Feb. 20,

Monday, February 21,1972
Ed & Admin; Union room 253;
noon-2 p.m.
•
KUNM; Union rooru 230; 1·2:30
p,m.
College oC Nursing; Union room
250C>E; 1:30.5 p.m.
College of Nursing; Union room
231 e-n: 3·4 p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union rQQrn
230; 3: 30-5:30 p.m.
La Societe du Cinema; UniQn
theater; 3:30·7·9 p.m.
Towrt Club; Union tQOm 250-B;
&-9:30p.m.
Minority Scholarships. Committee;
Union room 23l·A: 6:30.8 p.m.
Town Club l'ledges; UniQn room
250-D; 7•9 p.m.
D.R.U.G.; Union room 250.A; 8·10
p,m.
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wants to share this wonderful
feeling with the world.
He succeeded with a good
portion of the 5000 or so people
who were at the Civic Auditorium
Friday night, though not to the
degree he often does and would
always El<e to. When he peeled $1
bills (and some $10 bills, I'm told)
off his long silver sword near the
end of the show and threw them
into the crowd, people scrambled
for t"hem, but nobody .quite
ripped his brother's head· off
fighting for the stuff. Goodness
knows Alice tried to give them the
hint when h., punted the baby
doll's head into the audience,
after ripping her clothes off and
chopping her to pieces with a
hatchet. His hanging was very
realistic, dramatic, and scary, but
he got m<t¥!! reaction when he
taunted people with posters and
hit them and spit on them.
The music, lights, sound
system, .and every other part of
AC's act were flawless, Cheech
and Chong were hilarious, and
Redbone played some of the
d1.1llest rock music I've ever heard.
Charles Andrews

····-···········1·
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Tom's

European Auto

ICAMPUS BRIEF§ I

Number Please

Mushroom Chairs ....... _....... _$54.98

AMPLIFIERS,
'TUNERS,
RECEIVERS
FROM 39.00
MANY SPECIALS
NAME BRANDS

by Jim Caldwell

The telephone numbers for
Native American Studies and the
Kiva Club have been changed. The
new numbers are 277·3917 and
2 7 7 • 3 91 S. Both organizations
may be reached through either
number.

50¢

69¢

If the Marquis de Sade were
alive today, he'd probably spend
much of his time following Alice
Cooper around.
Alice Cooper is; the name of
the leader of a rock band (legally
changed, from Alex Coopet' I
believe), and; the group name of
said rock band, a killer rock band,
a rock band which not only plays
some of the best rock music heard
today but docs it while dishing
out eno1.1gh macabre sex and
violence to send even the old
marquis himself home with a
warm, satisfied glow.
Alice used to spend much of his
time and most of his money
during his boyhood in Phoenix
(yes, Phoenix) attending horror
movies. He thinks the greatest
feeling in the world is the release
felt after you've just had the Holy
Shit scared out of you. Being by
nature a b
fellow, he

Educators Examine Themselves
The College of Education has
initiated a comprehensive look at
itself to see if it can find better
ways to produce tea<:hers.
The examination, whi<:h will
last three months, will start with a
weekend meeting March 3·5 to
gather ideas from a wide variety
<>f sources.
24 representatives of a variety
of New Mexico organizations have
been invited to participate in the
meeting, along with 40 students
and faculty members at the
University.
George Prigmore, assistant to
the dean of the College ot
Education, said ideas and data
from other individuals and groups
•will be welcomed. They can be

''

Cooper Kills ·em-Or Tries To

Chairman Opposes DA as Juror

The Citizens' Coalition investigation conducted by
Committee is seeking intervention Sceresse's office into the Jan. 29
by the U.S. Civil Rights $laying of the two Berets by
Commission into the proceedings policemen found them "justifiable
of a grand jury investigating the homicide,"
January shooting deaths of two
The petition to Stowers asked a
Black Berets.
&pecial prosec1.1tor or the state
Antonio Mondragon, chairman attorney general attend upon the
of the coalition committee, committee ' ' so that the
announced to a rally audience of proceedings may be fully
some 300 perllons on UNM's Mall impartial and enjoy the
Friday that the coaljtion was confidence of all the citi;l:ens."
seeking an independent
The petition for a new grand
investigation by the federal unit. jury also contends that the
The Coalition, representing presence of only two persons with
some 22 minority organizations, Spanish surnames "renders a fair
opposes the attendance of District decision impossible."
Attorney Alexander Sceresse on
'Severing All Ties'
the grand jury, and argues that the
Mondragon said the petition,
presence of only two Chicano submitted Tuesday, bore some
jurors is a "gross imbalance, •
17 0 signatures, and that the denial
Petition Denied
of the special grand jury had been
Mondragon said Stowers had agreed to by all eight district
denied the Coalition's petition for judges.
a second grand jury since one was
The U, S. C i vi I Rights
already sitting in the case. A Commission, in a letter to its staff
written denial had not been issued director John Buggs, was asked to
as of Friday afternoon,
"send someone · to conduct an
"The district attorney is investigation of their own."
completely disqualified from a
The letter argues that the
fair judgment; he has already current handling of the Beret case
made a public judgment," said "has the potential of severing all
Mondragon. Last week an

"'<"'

General Sepairs

VWsBVolvos
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Tune Up-$1 O+parts
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Reviewers Split on 'Butterflies'
(Editor's Note: Daily Lobo
Editors Casey Church and Charles
Andrews both attended
"Butterflies Are Free" at Popejoy
Hall last week, but saw different
halves of the play, for different
reasons. So they decided to
collaborate ~m the review.)
A comedy that seeks to
moralize cannot be poorly acted
or Jay on its message with the
proverbial trowel,
U nfort una t ely, Leonard
Gcr::hc'!l "Butterflies Are Free,"
playing for one night at Popejoy
Hall Wednesday, violated both
prohibitions.
The idea of the show is good,
erasing some of the social
insensitivity toward the blind, and
having a blin,d character that isn't
a character part.
The author seems to have taken
Neil Simon dialog, rapid, shallow,
but clever, as his example.
However the show is not '\11-ritten
to the pace demanded by constant
wisecracks, and the actors in this
production had some sort of
delayed response to each other's
lines that made their
conversations totaUy unbelievable.
Hence it set UJ? an artificiality
that belied the whole point of the
show, taking the blind young man
out of the cotton wool clutches of
his mother.
At this point I must admit I left
at intermission, a rare act on my
part, but the gags that oozed out
of the show and constant
references to the noble premise of
the play were too much to bear,
Casey Church

* * *

Beyond the fact that the heavy
moralizing toward the end of

THE

"Butterflies Are Free" didn't set
well among the lightly • but well •
made points about blindness (and
handicaps in general) which
dominated, it was easy to catch
on and find Gershe's theme, even
though I missed most of the first
a~t.

Blindness, I would think, would
be hard enough to write a play
about, but darn near impossible to
make into a comedy. Gerse could
have attempted to pull at your
heartstrings, but instead chose to
111ake Don Baker quietly heroic,

mainly for his sense of humor
about his handicap, And John
Spencer added to the realism (as
real as Broadway comedies get)
with his outstanding job of
feigning blindness, quite a
difficult theatrical challenge, I'm
sure.
The play abounded with funny
lines, many of them twists on
ordinary phrases which we feel
would offend a blind person. The
real blind person on whom Gershe
based the play was delighted with
it; so was I.
Charles Andrews

free pick-up

898-6860

Phooo by Chuck Fcil

Classes in throwing
with Jim Hurt, Pam Seigal
and Mike Carnes.
6 weeks-24 hrs.-$50
also renting wheel time

LONDON (UPI)- Wimbledon
Police charged a 19 • year- old girl
with offending public decency for
riding to motorcycle nude across
Wimbledon Common during a
photographic session.
LONDON (UP!)- A London
court fined a professional car
parker $195 for trying to evade a
parking meter by using a beer can
ring instead of a coin.

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
h-ery Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Ceniral at University

FUN

%

FUN

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

THE

HOT BRAND
presents

invites you to a

TAelvOx

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

"KARMA

T.AI.Dt~d H/~Y:A cth etll'

'~l.!'t,s

AND

/"f~rs-

FREE WILL..
NATIONAL

LECTURER

By JEAN TAPPENDORF

·• Tuesday, February 22

Co,,

B/ve or..Lle!JTe Sved'e
&'.r~e S~:~Fe
Slz::.es

8:00P.M.

Holiday Inn-Midtown
2020 Menaol Blvd., N.E., Albuquerque
Monday, February 21,1912
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Lineman For Pro .Champs

U Matmen 2nd in ASU Invite
In their final warm•up before respective divisions but none
the WAC Championships, the could come out winners. Dave
UNM wrestling team finished a Goodier (177-pound class) and
distant second to a strong Oregon heavyweight Milton Seals came
team in the Sun Devil Invitational the closest- both losing in
at Tempe over the weekend.
overtime, Other ~econd place
The Lobos finished with 65
points thanks to five individual
second phice finishes. However
UNM took no first places and it~
team total fell 13 points short of
The UNM Wolfpups, despite
Oregon. California was third with hitting a respectable 57,6 per cent
61 points followed by BYU of their field goals, were stopped
Arizona, United State~ cold by a stiff Te:xas·El Paso
International, ASU and Long defense that allowed the Pups
Beach.
only 59 shots in the entiN ga.me
UNM won decisively over the won handily by the Burros 92-78
WAC teams in the tournament- Saturday night at E! Paso
BYU (preseason conference preceeding the varsity game,
The Wolfpups managed to hit
favorite), Adzona and Arizona
State, Based on their undefeated on 34 of 59 shots from the field
conference dual record, as w<:ll as and 10 of 17 from the charity
their performance in Tempe, the ·stripe while the Burros were
Lobos have to rate as the favorites hitting on 36 of 68 of their field
in the WAC Championships ne:x;t goals, for a 52.9 shooting
percentage and also canned 20 of
weekend in Tucson.
The Lobos wete in a good 27 free throws for the. final
position after the first day
(Friday) of the Sun Devil
Invitational trailing Oregon 12-11.
Dave Romero in the 126-pound
It's not the Ides of March, but
division had the most. impressive it ma.y as well be as far as the
victory as he pinned Alan Schench K UNM Circuit breakers are
of Ft. Lewis in only 35 seconds. concerned.
This is the week the fine,
. However, on Saturday things
were different. Five Lobos upstanding, cool, confident,
entered the finals
their . courageous, talented . Daily Lobo
Hamburgers maul the hapless
bunglers from the hole across
campus,
Coach Roger Ruvolo and
Player - Coach Slippery Sanc~az
are burning with vengeance over
last year's ringer - infested victory
that KUNM took from the
Hamburgers,
"It will be an interesting
game," said Sanchez, "but I
wouldn't like to comment <.m
their obvious lack of talent ·at this
point, 1 think they're great guys
they just don't have any talent.,;

FormetLobo Wa.J/ace Cashes In As Cowboy

finishes went to Roy Devore at
134, Don Jackson at 150, and
Bruce Davis at 190, Romero took
a third place and Andria West
finished fourth in the 158-pound
class.
·
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W olfpups Fall to UT EP

Fiasco Approaching

of victory,
UNM's Ri~.:hard Pokorski Jed all
scorers with 26 points, hitting on
10 of 25 shots from the field, and
also grabbed nine rebounds in the
con te~t. Pokorski is currently
scoring at a 30-plus point PElr
game clip and had his season high
of 41 points in the 110-99 loss to
the AAU House of Carpets,
Bob Tappert and Randy Talbot
rounded out double.- figure
scoring for the Pups with 20 and
15 points respectively. Tappert
hit a fine 9 of 11 of his field goals
and did his share in rebounding,
sn<Jring nine.
Wolfpup Gene Segura hit a
perfect 4·4 of his shots and was
1-1 from the free throw line.
The. Wolfpups are on the road
this weekend at the Air Force
Academy Friday and Adams State
Saturday.

WIRE FR]{MES

(tremendous selection)
· Tinted Lenses
Sun Glasses
Photo Grey
Lenses

the
best

23¢

HAMBURGER
in town

Stl Wyoming NE
255..8282

Henry's Drive-In

16 Central9 am to 11 am
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Shelley
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Senior Dana Shelley captured
his tenth straight free e:xercise
victory Friday night against CSU
with a score of 9.4.
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Lobo Gymnasts Defeat ·CSU
Si:x; different UNM gymnasts impressive in the free exercise as
posted victories as the gymnastic he won the event for the tenth
team swept six of the seven Elvents straight time. His 9.4 point total
to defeat WAC opponent was the highest in any event.
Colorado State 161.30 to 153,35 Ivicek was second in the free
in Johnson Gymnasium Friday exercise and UNM's Mark Hopkins
night.
was third. The Lobos also swept
CSU came into the contest the sidehorse. Fred Cardenas won
hoping to avenge a 158,40-153.40 it with a 9.1 point total, Hopkins
loss to UNM the week before in was second, and Jim Hruban .
Fort Collins, Colo. However, the
finished third.
Lobos p~oved to be even stronger
Other UNM winners were Bob
at home and they extended their
Chavez
in the still rings (9-1 ), Jon
WAC record to 3-0.
Aitkin in the horizontal bar (9.4),
Jim Ivicek, an olympic hopeful
didn't win first place in any sing!~ and Hopkins in the long horse
event, but took first place in (9.2). Steve Zamora was the lone
all-around competition by CSU winner. He edged Ivicek in
finishing second in five events- . the parallel bars 9,35 to 9.2.
free exercise, still .rings, parallel
~he Lobos will try to extend
bars, horizontal bar, and long
the1r undefeated WAC record in a
horse.
~eet against BYU Saturday night
Dana Shelley continued to look
m Johnson Gymnasium,

I

r

I

second place.
New MElxico and UTEP both
have 6-4 league records after
Saturday's play to share second
place behind front xunning BYU
(9-1). Arizona State, whom the
Miners and Lobos play at Tempe
this weekend, is elose behind at
6-5.
Most of the success elements
the Lobos have enjoyed during
their surge were not evident in
Memorial Coliseum. The senior
duo of Mike Faulkner and Harold
Little suffered unusually cold
shooting nights. Faulkner hit on
three out of 17 from the field and
Little six of 24 in the face of the
ferocious Miner defense which is
ranked third in the nation.
Darryl Minniefield was so
burdened by foul trouble that he
faifed to score a point. Minniefield
fouled out with 17:351eft to play
after picking up four fouls in the
first half.
A lot of the Lobo problems

could also be traced to the Miner
home court advantage, New
Mexico seem!ld to be so tight at
the outset of the gam~ that they
committed six of 14 turnovers in
the first three and half minutes of
J,>lay. Playing bef01:e the home
folks, UTEP garnered only seven
turnovers all evening,
UTEP's three year streak of
never having lost a WAC game in
El Paso was upheld. It was also
Coach Don Haskins' Miners' 21st
consecutive victory at home
against all competition.
About the only time that streak
was in jeopardy wM when New
Me:xico pulled within eight points
of the Miners at 33•25 on a three
point play by Faulkner. The
Miners then reeled off seven
straight points and it was never
even close the rest of the way.
In addition to the great play of
Forbes,. Miner forwards Charlie
Brakes and Scott English chipped
in with 13 points apiece.
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Capture Only One Title
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come in to get ready a long time
before we're supposed to be out
there, and he's the first one to
leave. He's got something like a
masters in engineering, so he must
just be doing it for the money.
Nye also taught me those neat
little dirty tricks."
Wallace said it wasn't as hard

for him to adjust to professional
football because for once he was
going against people as big as he is
and didn't have to always be
trying to get down as he did in
college,
Wallace said the Cowboys very
seldom see each other on a social
levei e:x:cept in bars on road trips.
Asked about the Cowboy
attitude, Wallace Siiid that peopleoften thinlc the Cowboys are
cocky.
Business Aspect
"Football is a business," he
said. "Sure, it would be great to
be the world champions, it would
be great to win all that money,
But when you really come down
to it, It's just anothE;r football
gllme•
"Tom Landry, Dallas head
coach) told us after we lost to
Chicago that we were gonna win
the rest of our games and the
Super Bowl. So we did. Every
game after Chicago was the Supet
Bowl for us."
Commenting on his fellow
teammates, Wallace said that Craig
Morton would continue to play
for Dallas.
"We don't have a starting
quarterback," said Wallace. "In
training camp it all ~tarts over
again to see who is going to be
number one. Morton and
Staubach are two different types
of quarterbacks. Staubach is
harder to block for, and Morton is
more the Joe Namath type of

Tracksters Take Third In WAC

i

!

the hang of it, but there are guys
who have been playing for si:x:
years who don't have the hang of
it yet,''
Out of the 112 rookies trying
out for thEl Cowboys only Wallaee
and three others made it. Wallace
said he :received valuable help and
advice from the man who starts in
front of him, Blaine Nye.
Hippie Guard
"We call him the Hippie
" said Wallace, "Most guys

I·
I

Miner Defense Halts Lobos 65-42
It was never even a contest.
With the toughest defense in
the WAC forcing the Lobos to
shoot an ice cold 21 per cent from
the field, UTEP's Miners breezed
to an easy 65-42 victory over New
Mexico Saturday night in El Paso,
The contest was a complete
reversal from the earlier meeting
between the two teams in
Albuquerque when the Lobos
thrashed UTEP, 68-44.
Forbes Sparks
A sophomore named James
Forbes sparked the Miners to their
revenge victory. Forbes nettE'd 19
points to lead all scorers and
grabbed a game Wgh 17 rebounds
in leading the Miners right baek
into the thick of the WAC .race for

By DUCHESS SMITH
Last year Rodney Wallace was a
starting defensive taclde for the
UNM Lobos and received $15 a
month hom the athletic
department. This year Rodney
Wallace is an offensive lineman for
the W odd Champion Dalla~;
Cowboys and received, in addition
to his salary, $25,000 in bonus
money,
So how doas it feel to be a
Dallas Cowboy? Rodney says it
doesn't feel any different than to
be anyone else.
"Football players are changing
along with everyone else," said
the 255 lb. offen'sive lineman.
"Football players have long hair,
mustaches, wear red, white and
blue shoes, etc. People don't look
at us as people. We're no different
than anyone else, We drink beer,
smoke cigarettes, stay out late and
chase girls,"
Likes Winner
W;~.llace said he was sure it was
easier playing football for a
winning team than a losing team.
"If you're losing it's bad.
Everything goes wrong. You get
hurt easier, and you don't get paid
enough," he said.
Wallace said it was extremely
difficult to~get the hang of playing
for the Cowboys, since Dallas has
one oi the most complicated
offenses.
"You have to learn, and it's
hard, but once you do learn it
works. I still haven't really gotten.

r.
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The UNM track team finished a
disappointing third behind
Texas-El Paso and Brigham Young
in the WAC Indoor Track
Championijhips held in Salt Lake
City Saturday.
UTEP edged BYU 136·130 to
win their second consecutive WAC
Championship taking the top
spots in three events. UTEP
grabbed the first three spots in tha
770-yard dash and also finished
first in the 60-yarder.
The Miners' Fred DeBarnardi
won the shot put event with a 67
ft, 10 in. heave to equal the
all·time best indoor effort by a
collegian and breaking the WAC
indoor record he previously set at
64·2\4. DeBarnardi now shares the
NCAA indoor record with Neal
Steinhaur of Oregon, set in 1967
at the Pacifie-S conference meet
on the West Coast.
UNM was uncontested in the
third place running with 88 points
followed by Arizona with 39,
Utah at 37, Colorado State, 28lh,
.Arizona State, 27 1 and Wyoming
with 10% to round out total team
scoring.
The Lobos won only one event
in the finals, edging Arizona State
in the two-mile relay, 7:35.7. •
7;36.3. Lobo tracksters Reid
Cole, Bob Pooley, Gary Easterly,
and Matt Henry were the runners
in the relay.
UNM's Chuck Steffes,
undefeated and favored to win the
triple jump, narrowly lost the top

spot in the event as BYU's Siturd
Langland took it with a jump of
51·0\4 as Steffes' best was
50-lllh.
In the 60-yard hurdles, Lobo
Richard Mauck was runner-up to
Dan Redfearn of BYU. Mauck ran
the .event in a fine time of 7 .2.
The Lobos took a second place
finish in the distance medley and
a third in the 600-yard d!!sb. Lobo
Keith Ohman plac!ld third with a
timing of 1:11.5 in the event.
BYU trailed UTEP by eight
points as they gained six points
with a fourth in the pole vault and

a fifth in the high jump. But
UTEP solidified its point lead in
the final running events with a
mile victory by Rod Hill and a
mile relay victory.

quarterback.
Duane Thomas
Defending Duane Thomas,
Wallace said, ''Look at the guy.
There's nothing wrong with him.
His trouble started when he held
out for more money, The press
blew it all out of proportion,
misquoted him, etc. so he said to,
hell with it.
''He doesn't room with
anybody, on the plane he sits by
himself, no one knows where he
lives or his telephone number,"
Speaking of All Pro Bob Lilly,
Wallace said he was probably the
greatest football player there ever
was.
"He's the perfect ball player.
He does everything right all the
time."
Wallace said Tom Landry is a
genius.
"Staubaeh probably won't ever
get to call his own plays. Landry
tells everyone on the team exactly
what they're going to do and they
do it. He watches so many films
its almost ridiculous. He invented
a defense to beat any off!lnse and
then an offense to beat his own
defense. He's always having to
think of something to beat his
own systems that other teams are
using.''
Talented Club
Wallace said its hard to play for

EAT

the Cowboys l;lecause they have so
much talent. lf he ia not starting
in the next year he is going to ask
to be traded. He would like to go
to Denver because its closer to
uhomeu,
He has a three year contract
which he is happy with, and he is
trying to establish residency in
Te:x:as for ta:x: purposes but the
only places he knows to go in
Pallas are the football stadium
and the practice field.
One last Super Bowl question.
Did he think Bob Greise, Miami
quarterback, was as good as Roger
Staubach?
"No. He doesn't play for the
Cowboys," he said.
Don Jose' Maria Morelos
assumed leadership of the
Independence movement in
Mexico in 1811 after Father
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla was shot
to death by government troops.
Morelos was captured and shot in
1815.

TAOS SKI VALLEY TRIPS
$35 indudes transportation, lodge
accommodations next to slope$,
Discounts an lifts, rentals and lessons.
Leave Albuquerque Friday evening,
return Sunday evening.
For Info Call Bill Winch 282-5405

Tonight at

wltliE

-

DRINK

<@liAi!twfi&~

Spaghetti Dinner
Meatballs or Sausage
Salad and Garlic Bread

$1.50

DRINK

905YaleSE

EAT

Dytzel's Pro
Sbop
Special discount to

UNM students
15% off on all bowling

needs: balls, bags, shoes,
shirts, etc.
All work guaranteed

Z98·SS8J

II

3010 Eubank NE
inside Eu Can Bowl

II

Bob Dytzel or Dan Berry

_,

Lyle Talbot

Agency, Inc.
1500 $AN PEDRO, N,£.

Student Auto
Insurance

Boots

Having Trouble Writing Home?
llave the Lobo Do It For You!
One Tear -- $7 ~oo
All YOt;_ need to clo to hn~e the LOHO mailed to your hoine is
send. S t .00 to: LOBO, U,NM P.O: Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, Neiv Mexico, 87106 nr roruP hv the
office, Journalism building1 room 205 at the corner of C~ntral
and Yale.
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Special Rates For:

20-30% OFF.
21-Feb. 26

I. Drivers Under 25.

2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel

The original & finest

mountaineering store in
New Mexico

ilnuutaiu
<trbul:rt
1406 Eubank Blvd. NE

....

4. Married Students

Budget Payment Platt Available
1

2.56-35181.

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance

r~

~

~~~~~NEW MEXICO LOBO

A new frontier in fashion

Trend Shops
Monday, February 21,1972
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Court to Hear Issues on National Security
By CHARLOTTE MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Supreme Court returns Tuesday
from a four-week recess to hear
arguments on issues of farreaching significance, including
the sanctity of a reporter's
confidential news sources and
unrestricted government
wiretapping in the name of
national security,
The Court, now up to full
strength with nine justices, had
been saving some of these cases
beca\lse of two earlier vacancies
filled Jan. 7 by Justices Lewis li'.
Powell Jr. and William H.
Rehnquist.
Some cases heard in January
may be decided Tuesday. The
Court also will catch up on a big
backlog of petitions for review
with announcements about which
new cases it will hear.

CLASSIFIED

The justices will call up three
cases Tuesday testing whether
journalists can be subpoenaed to
testify before grand juries about
information they received in
confidence from their news
sources. The cases involve Earl
Caldwell, a New York Times
reporter in San Francisco; Pm.1l
Branzburg of the Louisville (Ky.)
Courier · Journal, and Paul
Pappas, a newsman • cameraman
for WTEV-TV, New Bedfor5i,
Mass.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, in a precedent- setting
decision in the Caldwell case, held
that a reporter need not appear
before a grand jury if the public's
First Amendment right to be
informed would be jeopardized,
unless the government shows "a
compelling need" for his presence.
The Justice Department appealed.

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.401 per time run. If ad is ~
205, a!ternoons pre!erably or maiJ.
run five or more consecutive daye with
Classified Advertisln~
no changes the rate is reduced to oc
UNM P,O Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10,
TERMS: Payment must be made In Cull prior to insertion ot advertisement
1)

PERSONALS

FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
MINDS. AGORA can listen to your
problems with an oPen mind and a different persp~ctive. If ita a little problem, perhaps we can help YOU solve it
right away, If its a whopper, we can
help you over the cti~;~ls and su~mest
appropriate long term help, AGORA,
NW corner Mesa Vista Hall, 277·3013.
Call or come sec us. We arc available
around the clock. t~_fn_ _ _ _ _ __
SHARE TO NASHVILLE, leaving 2/26,
Comfortable car. References exchanged,
~-3771, 0-9 pm. 2/2;..:4_ _ __
EMBROIDERED LEATHER, fur-lined
Afghani coats $110 value, now $711.95;
aiso at Uncle Sam's 111 Harvard, pot;.
tery reduced lOIJc., wool 0. D. shirts, $3.
2/21
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, Jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bnr) Tfn

3) SERVICES
SCUBA registration. Dctnib at Valley
Pool, lli05 Candelaria NW. CIIISB begins
March 2nd. Certification by ProfeJslonal
- Association o! Diving Instructors. 2/22
TYPING<-40c per vasrc-266-2489. 2/22
.,_
=-'U _,_
WOMEN: THE WOMEN'S CENTER 1S
OPEN FOR YOU. There b litcrnture,
coffee and counseling. Come by nnd sec
what'n hnupcnlng, 106!1 Mc~a VIsta, 2773120. 2/28
LA LUNA DAY NURSERY - Licensed
Child Care. Evenings and Snturdny, Call
842-0!!73. 2/10
DON"r JUST STAND THERE! Do something I Help ot:: students by tutoring
bnnlc oubjct'to 2 hours a week. We need
you. ISRAD Dash: Education, 2&00 Cen•
trnl SE. 277·3611. 2/24
DEVELOP SPIRIT_U_A_L_L_Y_A_S_W_E_L_L_A_S
ACAOF..MICALLY. Attend the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard NE. 266.
4312. 312
"--~--

5)

FORSALE

HAND-MADE LEATHER PANTS. Custom. Reasonable price. Experienced, 282·
5894. 2/29
DOBERMAN PINCER PUPS. Pure bred,
$40. 907 La Luz NW. 345-1116 ••2/21
KASTLE 20lis with Marker Dindlngo
Lange Boots, size 8%. Barrecrafter poles.
Used 1 senaon. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150. See McDonald at Journalism
_B_uild!n·,:::ll:..,__ _ _ _ _ ~----30 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30·$00. 441
Wyoming NE. 26~:5:.::.9.::.87:.:.'..:5::./.::.2_ _ __
1967 DODGE VAN. Very good condition.
For details call 8611·2524. 2/21
i!A'Ni)."MADE--riiLLEFIORE,;;__D_E_A_D_S
F R 0 M V E N 1 C E, Donkey benda
from Persia. The Dead Shaman. 2/22
1968 HONDA 360 "Motocross." Excellent
mechanical condition, Call 266-0490 after
4:00. 2/22
HAND CARVED Camelbonc beads from
India. Real bone Indian hnirpipes. The
Dead Shnmnn, 4\llB Snn Filipc NW, Old
Town, 842-95t!8, 11 to 8 dally. 2/22
% CARAT round-cut diamond. Phone 266·
0748. 2/22
AM·FM 8·track ste1·co pansonic, $71i, 268·
11204. 2!22

6)

In the other two cases, the
Kentucky Court of Appeals and
the Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court ruled the· other
way. The Kentucky court said the
grand jury itself is "a bulwark of
freedom spe,cifically recognized in
the U.S. Constitution" and is
''dee ply embedded in Lhe
philosophy of human rights,"
Later in the week, the Court
will weigh the Justice
Depart~nent's claim it should have
blanke.t authority to engage in
electronic evesdtopping without
court authority in any situation
where the national security
demands it, including threats from
domestic as well as foreign
subversives.
The Departm·ent under
President Nixon has insisted that
what it calls the government's
right of self· defense must prevail
over the individual's right to
privacy.
One of several civjl rights cases
before the Court concerns the
right of private clubs, specifically
Moose Lodge No. 107 of
Harrisburg, Pa., to exclude blacks
and still carty a state liquor
license. The Constitution
prohibits states from
discrimination on account of race,
Moose Lodges specify white
membership,
Another pair of appeals involve
school districts in North Carolina
and Virginia which were split so
that in-town white children had
an improved numerical advantage
in enrollment over blacks.
Federal district courts refused
to go along with the newly created
districts in Scotland Neck, N.C.,
and Emporia, Va. But the 4th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed the lower courts in both
cases on the ground that the
uprimary purpose" of the new
alignment was to end segregation.
On the environment, the
justices have agreed to consider
three pollution suits to determine,
first of all, whether they can be

)TEREO)ONIC

5)

FORSALE

PANNi; VE::::L-:-:V~E-T-(1-re:JS_e!l_b.,...r-an_d_n_e_w_l
Leo:!! than % Price. TJU: HAG SUOJ>PE,
2123 Snn Mnteo NE near Indlnn School
nond. 10 a.m.-8 p.m. weekdaYD, Sat. 10·
G. 2/23
ENGINE w/transntlsslon and drive ehart,
62 li.P., Englbh Ford. Fac~ry rebuilt
0 miles. 842·&1117. 2!18
JUST RECEIVED-l972_m_od---,el_s_o.,...lld-sta-tc
stereo component system, complete with
AM·FM. FM-sterco radio, stereo cassette
recorder and plaYer complete with microphone, includes deluxe BSR record
changer tor only $249.1Jii, Ceh or terms.
UNITED FRElOHT SALES 3920 San
Mntro NE. Open seven days a week. tf'n
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40%-Diamonds and custom bandll.
Charlie Itomero-344-6349. 4/0
1tl68 VOLKSWAGEN Squareback. Totally
(!J(cellent. Needs no work. $12!15.00. 8420323. 2/24
GOLD 68 OLDS 442, (!J(cellent condition,
!antMtic buy. $1,760. or best ol!er. 21JG.
3!l78

ilflt!i"

ii. Z/21

TIIELEAT~ERD~A~C~K.,...-TU
__
R_TL_E--.••-~---m
organic haberdiiSher has pants that fit
where other!l leave ol!. Upataln1 at 2933
Monte VIsta NE, (Behind the Triangle
Dar), Tfn
PEKING GLASS BEADS from Chinn,
Abalone anti coral beads, The Bead
Shaman. 2/22
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING M.A.
CHINES eqUipped to do moet any.
thing, $49.9&, Cash or Terms. Open '1
days .n week. United Freight Sales, 3tl20
San Mateo NE, tfn.
AFttlCAN . T::::.R:-A-:-D-E--..B:-:E~A.,..D-S-.-W-h-l';r-e-el-se-1
The Bend Shnmn.n. 2/22
DININO TABLE, 4 chairs. Excellent con•
dition, $4G. Phone 255·3493. 2/23
l'liO'l'OGUAPHlC SUPPJ,JES-'.-S-lu_d_e-nt
discount t:m everything in alore. Darkroom supplies, film, chemlcalllt processIng. Southern Expoeure lTD, 2318 Cen•
trrtl•. m.·!'oss from Yntc. Park. tfn
196!1 YAMAHA 80cc. strE'et bike exrellcnt
~ltlon. $200, call 261i •,;.70_3...:fl'---7
1969 HONDA CL-90 with Buco Helmet.
Good condition, $146. 277-2909, 2/21
MAS'l'ERPLOTS::.tli. v~lume set .with
y c n r l1. o o k 9 $40: ENCYCLOPEDIA
Al'rlERICANA=$160. Excellent condition, 34G·2308, 2/24
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HARMON 1\110011

2 LOCATIONS

268-422 7 ·-·-· 268-3136
IO~ r~UIIU Ol U
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POPEJOY HALL UNM TUES. FEB.

U M.M.I
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A

22,7~15pm

r:loreign Car Specialis1s

admission tickets available at the door

333 Wvomintr Blvd. :";E
265·5901
Free hstimatcs

(Reduced Rates for Students)

LOBO

o

***************************************
MULE DEER COUNTRY FROM MONTANA TO N .M.
**************************************

MONOAV 9A7UROAV 9 IY.l AM TO '1 00 PM.
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WHO DIG THE WILDLIFE SCENE
(outdoors , ie)

'(WI

t' ICL\It

I<.!IIA\'~ t~Vll,llt

0

Speciai for students

·~•urs

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR STEREO NEEDS

Y.l!ll

0

~~

COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT.

Repair & ~faimcnancc
on all foreign cars

.l

AUDUBON WILDLIFE FILM ON ROCKY MTS.
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Mr. Tuba is coming, and the
excitement level is approaching
hysteria, But we're sure it will all
blow over,

(and your
favorite d·rinl{s)

WOlUil!AK
,-· AMFU

• 1&0
1 lWPIRt

Faculty
A discussion meeting of the
faculty will be held tomorrow at 3
p.m. in the Kiva to discuss the
Report of the Regents'
Subcommittee on Grievance and
Disciplinary Procedures.

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

The AUDIO SHOWCASE OF NEW MEXICO!
l.v:l
1 tH:JRl'
t WI:.UI

vote with the· conservative wing
when Earl Warren was Chief
Justice. The vote of one of them
added to those of the newest
members would moan a majority.
The Warren Court's liberal bloc
is now reduced to three - Justices
William 0. Douglas, William J,
Brennan Jr. and Thurgood
Marshall.

(@uttrtrrs

~QUIPMENT

l!AC

I

WEDDJNG'--::&-P~O~R-=T=R-A.,..IT--P-H_O_T_o_a_.

RAPUY. Andren We!!t, 282·5894, 2/29
PASSPOUT, IMMIGRATIO~n:)ENT'i.
FICATION photo. Fn~t. inexPen!JIVc,
JliMsing. Near UNM. Call 261i·2444 or
come to 1717 Olrnrd Blvd, NE. 1/28
Gno'tii> TAos SKI TRIPs, $3G.oo tn~
lodging, trannvortatlon & discounts. 282·
li406. 3/9.

t

•

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Auntralia, Europe, S. America, Africa,
etc. All professions and oecupations,
$700 to $3,000 monthly, Expenses paid,
overtime, slghtaeclng-, Free Information
-write, JOBS OVERSEAS, Dept. K9,
Dox 11i071. San D:cgo, CA 92115. 2/28
NURSERY SCHOOL -TEACHER, fl;c
mornings per week, 9!124 Mcnaul NE,
Albuq,, NM, 87112. 2/21

filed in the high court .. They
involved contamination of Lakes
Michigan and· Champlain and
charges against the big four
automobile companies by 16
states pushing for a pollutionfree engine.
At the end of the calendar is
former St. Louis Cardinal star
Curt Flood's challenge to organize
baseball's current exemption from
federal and state antitrust .Jaws.
The votes of Powell and
Rehnquist will be watched with
interest between now and the end
of the 1971·72 term in June in
view of predictions that in civil
liberties cases they will line up
solidly with Nixon's two other
appointees, Chief Justice Warren
E, Burger and Justice Harry A.
Blackmun. Both are conservatives
in this legal area, particularly in
criminal cases.
Justices Potter Stewart and
Byron R. White were likely to

CLASSIFIED

ADVER'"fl[§llNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
L Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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